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1. We solve the initial-value problem for the partial-differential equation

"« - s(x)2"** = 0, (11)

given

u(x, 0) =f(x), u,(x, 0) = g(x); (1.2)

in matters of notation, we follow [1], We take as the phase-space for the problem the
space of initial data having finite energy, with inner product derived from the energy
quadratic form. As in [1], we first straighten the characteristics of (1.1) with the
transformation

. X

XI—►_y(x)=| dz/s(z); (1.3)
• o

we have, from (1.1), the equation

u„ - uyy + (cy/c)uy = 0, c(y(x)) = s(x). (1.4)

The energy E is given by

E = \ I K2 + «?) dy/c(y). (1.5)
- 00

Taking a point v in phase-space to be a pair

v = J^J, q(y) = uy(y, 0), p(y) = u,(y, 0), (1.6)
the inner product is given by

<t>l,v2y=(c-lvuc-1v2), c = (CW

and

1/2 (1.7)

1 f®(®i. "2) =«| i<h(y)<h(y) + pi{y)p2(y)) dy. (1.8)
^ * — cr>

* Received March 24, 1980.
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The propagation of a disturbance according to Eq. (1.4) induces a flow on phase-
space; since energy is conserved, the flow preserves the inner product <•, •> and there is
at most one trajectory through each point of phase-space. From (1.4), the equation
governing the flow is

jt v(t) = Lv(t), (1.9)

where

L = 0 dy
dy-2y 0 j, 2 y(y) = c'(y)/c(y). (1.10)

The generator L is skew-symmetric with respect to the energy inner product (1.7) and so
there exists a one-parameter group V(t) of orthogonal transformations determined by

jtV(t) = LV(t), F(0)=1, (1.11)

so that v(t) = V(t)v solves (1.9). The problem is to find a useful expression for V(t).

2. By a sequence of linear transformations we reduce V(t) to a perturbation of a flow
which is easy to compute, so that we get a perturbation series for V(t). The method has
the advantage that the terms in the perturbation series have an intuitive interpretation:
this makes it easy to write them down from memory. Put

L = RC~lLCR~l, V(t) = e,L = RC-'V^CR-1, (2.1)

where C is given by (1.7), and
(2~1/2 -21/2 1

R
12~112 -21/2\

= (2-1/2 21/2)' ^

Then we have

£ = £0 + r, £„-(-<* °), r-(° -J). (2.3)

Putting

U(t) = e'Lo, (2.4)

we see easily that

"W-C?1 rj <2'5)
where T(t) is right-translation by t,

(T(t)f)(s)=f(s-t), (2.6)
and Tf(t) is left-translation by t,

T*{t) = T( — t). (2.7)
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The well-known perturbation formula
,t

F(t) = U(t) +| U(t - s)rK(s) ds (2.8)
Jo

(see [4], p. 497) then yields an infinite series for V{t) through the iteration scheme

F("+1,(t) = U(t) + ( U(t - s)n»(s) ds, F<0)(() = U(t). (2.9)
Jo

We can interpret all this as follows: phase-space decomposes into a pair of com-
plementary subspaces; this induces a decomposition of each initial datum into a forward-
propagating part and a backward-propagating part. Indeed, in the homogeneous case
(r = 0) they propagate independently, since then K(f) = U(t). In the heterogeneous case
they are coupled; we choose to regard the coupling T as a perturbation. We gain further
understanding by writing F(t) in block form:

""-(few £:!!!)• (2io)
Here the term PFF(f) maps forward-going data into forward-going data, PFB(f) maps
backward-going data into forward-going data, and so on. From (2.5) and (2.9) we have

PffM= T(t)~ I | T(t-t1)yV(t1-t2)yT(t2)dt1dt2 + ---, (2.11a)
0 0

pFB(0 = j''r(t- dt, - ( (" l'2
0 0 Jo Jo

X V(t - tJyTiti - t2)yV(t2 - t3)yT(f3)^1 dt2 dt3 + (2.11b)

*bf(0 = -(nt-t^yT^dt,- ( i" f'2
J0 J0 "0 Jo

x T(t - - t2)yT(t2 - t3)yT\t3) dtx dt2 dt3 4 , (2.11c)

Pbb(t) = T+(tj) - f ' f V (t - - t2)yr(t2) dt! dt2 + -. (2.1 Id)
J 0 J 0

Consider the terms in the series (2.11a) for PFF(f): the first term simply translates a
forward-going datum in the forward direction. The second term (2.11a) is a correction of
order y2; the integrand

T(t - t^yT^t! - t2)yT(t2) (2.12)

translates a forward-going datum in the forward direction from time zero to time t2 when
it is reflected. On reflection it is multiplied by the local reflection coefficient y, then
translated backwards from time t2 to time tu when it is reflected again, multiplied by y
and translated forwards from time t, to time t. The integrated term represents the
contribution to the forward-going disturbance from all possible double reflections. There
is a similar interpretation of all the terms in the series (2.11a-d) which makes them easy
to write down from memory.
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3. It remains to put the pieces together again; from (2.1) we have

K(t) = C/?"1^(t)RC-1. (3.1)

Using (2.10) and (2.11), we have

v(t) =
frll2(VFF(t)+ M0+ VFB(t)+ VBF(t))c-"2 i2ci'2(Vm(t)-VFF(t)+ VFB(t)~ VBF(t))c-1>2 \
\&ll2(VBB(t)- VFF(t)+ MO- VFB{t))c-"2 ic1/2(M0 + vBB(t)~ VFB(t)-VBF(t))c~1/2/'

(3.2)
Thus u,(y, t) is given in terms of the initial data

u(y, 0) = q>(y), u,(y, 0) = i/^y), (3.3)
by

ut■{)>■> 0 = ic(y)1/2(FBB(t) — VFF(t) + KBF(r) — I/FB(t))(c 1/2<p')(y)

+ W2(M0 + VFF(t) - VBF(t) - VFB(t))(c~ ̂)(y), (3.4)

so that

u(y, *) = <p{y) + ?c{y)m I [MM - MM + M'i) - MMK^'VXy) itx
J0

+ ic(y)1/2 | [^ff^i) + ^bb(^i) ^bf(^i) M'i)](c 1/2ip)(y) dt^ (3.5)
Jo

When c'(y) is identically zero this reduces to

u(yit) = <p(y) + I. I [Tf(t,) - T(t,)](f>'(y) dtx + ^ | [T+(i,) + T^^iy) dtu (3.6)
Z • o z • 0

which, after integration by parts and a change of variables, yields the D'Alembert
formula

1 ,-y+t
u(y, t) = j[(p(y + t) + (p{y - 0] + ^ 1Hz)dz- (3.7)

Z Jy-t

4. Let us look again at the multiple-reflection interpretation, given in Sec. 2, of the
perturbation series. The reader is no doubt reminded of Bremmer's elucidation [2] of the
WKB approximation for the ordinary differential equation

(d2u/dx2) + k2(x)u = 0. (4.1)

Bremmer's laminated medium approximation becomes very complicated when applied
directly to the partial differential equation (1.1), so we indicate the connection by using
the methods of this paper to derive Bremmer's results. Put

uF(x) = j[kl/2(x)u(x) - ik~ l,2(x)u'(x)], (4.2)

«„(*) = ?[k1,2{x)u{x) + ik~ 1/2(x )«'(*)], (4.3)
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and let v(x) = ("F^I. Then (4.1) becomes
\"b(*)/

= M(x)v(x), (4.4)

where

M(x) = M0(x) + K(x), (4.5)

J J *w-C t'} <46»
and

2 k(x) = k'(x)/k(x). (4.7)

Putting V(x, s) for the operator which maps any solution v evaluated at s into its value at
x:

V(x, s)v(s) = u(x), (4.8)

we see that V(x, s) satisfies

^ V(x, s) = M(x)V(x, s), V(x, x) = 1. (4.9)

Now let

t(x, s) = expji j k(z) dzj, (4-10)

^ «">
Then U(x, s) satisfies

U{x, s) = - U(x, s)M0(x), (4.12)
as

An easy generalization of the perturbation formula (2.8) gives

V(x, 0) = U(x, 0) + f U(x, s)K(s)V(s, 0) ds. (4.13)
Jo

Iterating this equation and applying the resulting series to the initial datum

we get

mf(x) = t(x, 0)mf(0) + I t(x, s)k(s)t(s, 0)ub(0) ds + ■■■, (414)
Jo

  ,X 

uB(x) = t(x, 0)ub(0) + ) t(x, s)k(s)t(s, 0)uf(0) ds + ■■■, (4-15)
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For uF(0) = /c1/2(0)w(0), mb(0) = 0, we have

"°(*)=(^j) expjj k(z) dzju(0) (4.16)

",w=(®)' Iexp!'' ik{z) ds• (417)

and so on, giving the successive terms in Bremmer's corrections to the WKB approxima-
tion (4.16).

5. A curve {v(t) : - oo < t < oo} in a Hilbert space is said to be a helix if the distance
J|i?(f) — u(s)|| between any pair v(s), v(t) of points on the curve depends only on the
difference t - s; that is, there is a function F(t), called a screw-function, such that

||»(r) - »(s)|| = F(t - s) (5.1)

for all s, t. It follows from the fact that the operator L in (1.11) is skew-adjoint that the
phase-space trajectories corresponding to solutions of the initial-value problem for the
wave-equation (1.1) are helices. In fact, we have

F(t) = 2ll2[(v, v} - <V(t)v, v)Y>2 (5.2)

as the screw-function for the helix

„(f) = V(t)v, V(t) = e"-. (5.3)

The possible screw-functions for helices in Hilbert space were characterized by von
Neumann and Schoenberg [3]. For a phase-space of finite even dimension, every helix is
a product of circles and every screw-function has a representation

f2(t)= E c* sin2v*f; (5-4)
k=l

the circles are the normal modes, the vt are the normal frequencies. In general, a helix
fv(t): — oo < t < oo} in a Hilbert space §> can be represented as

v(t) = v(0) + tw + (V(t) — l)i> (5.5)

where

V{t) = e'L (5.6)

is a one-parameter group of orthogonal transformations (so that L is skew-adjoint) and
the vector w is invariant under V(t); this was proved by von Neumann and Schoenberg
[3]. In finite-dimensional phase-space, the normal modes are circles lying in the invariant
subspaces of L. In the infinite-dimensional case, finite-dimensional invariant subspaces
need not exist. For example, the operator L0 corresponding to the wave-equation

u„ = uxx (5.7)

for a homogeneous medium has precisely two irreducible invariant subspaces: the for-
ward subspace and the backward subspace. The generalization of normal mode which is
appropriate for infinite-dimensional phase-space is the irreducible helix: a helix lying
entirely in an irreducible invariant subspace for the skew-adjoint operator L. The method
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described in this paper represents the phase-space trajectory for the heterogeneous wave-
equation (1.1) as a pair of coupled helices.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to my colleague, Professor J. L. Synge, who
discovered (by the direct calculation of successive curvatures) that the phase-space trajec-
tory for the heterogeneous wave-equation is a helix and who pointed out the importance
of the decomposition into forward and backward subspaces. The present method evolved
after many discussions with him.
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